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IJAIP fosters the exchange and dissemination of applications
and case studies in the area of advanced intelligence
paradigms among education and research professionals. The
thrust of the journal is to publish papers dealing with the
design, development, testing, implementation and
management of advanced intelligent systems, and to provide
guidelines in the development/management of these
systems. IJAIP publishes archival articles and assessments
of current trends, providing a medium for exchanging
scientific research and technological achievements
accomplished by the international community.
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IJAIP publishes original articles on current and potential paradigms
and applications. Conferences reports, book reviews, notes, commentaries and news will
continue to provide information on the latest trends and developments in this ever expanding
area. Special Issues devoted to the relevant topics will also be published.
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• Advanced machine learning paradigms
• Soft computing
• Possibility theory
• Probabilistic reasoning
• Belief functions
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Rough sets
Decision theory
Philosophical foundation
Psychological models
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